Financing cybersecurity:
Prepare today for the
threats of tomorrow
Data breaches, cybercrime, and data privacy scandals regularly hit global news reports.
IDC forecasts that global spending on security solutions will reach $120.7 billion in 2021
at a 2018–2021 CAGR of 10.0%.1

Work with IBM Security against
key challenges that impact your business:

Optimize
the security program

Protect
critical assets

Stop
advanced threats

Safeguard
cloud and mobile

Help protect your budget while safeguarding
your enterprise with financing:

Preserve cash and
existing lines of
credit for other
strategic initiatives

Minimize up-front
payments and better
align project cost outlays
with anticipated benefits

Help accelerate a
project’s cash flow
break-even point with
affordable financing

Learn more at ibm.com/financing/security
Follow us @IBMFinancing
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